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Key takeaways

The price of progress

New business models are accelerating
security transformation.
As risks evolve and new threats emerge,
traditional security models that rely on
defined perimeters and implicit trust
are becoming obsolete. Organizations
transcending traditional functional and
organizational boundaries require a security
model that is more holistic, multilayered,
and event-driven.

Organizations have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic
by accelerating digital business transformation, expanding
cloud footprints, increasing their remote workforces, and
integrating their supply chains. As a result, our research
indicates the percentage of remote workers serviced by
the security function increased by 41% between the end of
2019 and through 2020.

Zero trust security offers clear
operational benefits.
“Zero trust” is a dynamic approach to
security wherein requests are validated
using a combination of access controls,
identity management, and contextual data.
Organizations with the most mature zero
trust capabilities—“zero trust pacesetters”—
have reduced expenditures, increased their
cybersecurity effectiveness, and enjoy
higher cyber resource retention rates.
Zero trust leaders excel in 4
core competencies.
Zero trust security enhances cyber
resilience by transforming trust into
an operational variable. Proficiency in
4 core competencies and associated
practices drive zero trust success.

But moving communication, business, and personal
interactions online has also significantly increased
potential attack surfaces, resulting in a dramatic surge in
cybersecurity incidents and exposed records (see Figure
1).1 As workloads move to the cloud, threats move with
them. Our research indicates that in 2020, upwards of
90% of cyber-related incidents originated in cloud
environments.

Figure 1
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Expanded online interactions make data
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Q. Of the total cybersecurity incidents detected by your
organization, what was the distribution by type?
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70%

of organizations are unable
to secure data that moves
across multiple cloud and
on-premises environments,
a profound deterrent to
value realization.

92%

of organizations lack the
ability to securely enable
and extend new cloud-native
capabilities to their internal
and external partners.

150 days—

the time it takes to fill
cyber talent vacancies with
qualified candidates, leading
to gaps in awareness and
accountability that can
elevate risk exposure.

While cloud-based shared services and collaborative work
environments are vital to delivering business outcomes,
these environments require a new approach to security
operations—one that is more flexible, responsive,
and cooperative. Seeking to capitalize on the merits of this
new approach, leaders are modernizing their IT and OT
operations based on the principles of zero trust (see
“Perspective: What makes zero trust security different?”).

Valuable yet vulnerable: Securing critical
infrastructure
The very nature of critical infrastructure implies a dynamic
relationship between trust and risk. As operations move
online, both IT and operational technology (OT) networks
are subject to compromise. The July 2021 Kaseya
ransomware attack, for example, affected up to 2,000
organizations and carried ransom demands in excess of
$70 million. Our reliance on IT and OT environments means
mission-critical infrastructure is increasingly vulnerable
to new threats (see Figure 2).2

Figure 2

Interconnected risk
IT and OT risks are complex and interdependent
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cybersecurity risks
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Q. How would you rate the above cybersecurity risks?
Figure shows responses of high and very high.
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Traditional cybersecurity
approaches rely on
permissions and discrete
network boundaries, but
today’s networks are defined
by dynamic services and
diffuse boundaries.
Trust is the basis for collaboration and partnership.
As these capabilities become essential to delivering
value, how we think about trust is rapidly changing.
While traditional approaches to cybersecurity relied on
permissions and discrete network boundaries, today’s
networks are defined by dynamic services and diffuse
boundaries. Today’s digital platforms generate value by
virtue of being interconnected and sharing information
across multiple parties.
Tensions may be inevitable. Many OT systems have
traditionally relied on system isolation, yet the demand for
insights from connected devices and smart systems makes
such practices difficult to sustain. If anything, a lack of
connectivity can render existing vulnerabilities more
difficult to remediate.
Making matters worse, risks can cascade: a failure in
one system often results in the failure of others. Threat
actors are becoming more sophisticated in their ability to
capitalize on shortcomings in IT and OT security controls
(see “Perspective: The convergence of IT and OT systems
elevates risk exposure”).3 While the potential impacts are
significant, such risks can be difficult to anticipate.
Cybercrime-as-a-service is an unsettling new trend.4
These services—sold through hacker forums, direct web
sales, and on the dark web using cryptocurrency—rely
upon sophisticated, often coordinated cybercrime
exploits, such as botnets, distributed denial of service
attacks (DDoS), credit card fraud, malware, spam, and
phishing attacks.
In fact, in the wake of the Colonial pipeline cyberattack,
US President Joseph Biden issued an executive order to
improve the cybersecurity posture of critical industries and
infrastructure. Included is a directive that federal agencies
draft plans for implementing zero trust architectures within
60 days of the order.6

Perspective: What makes zero
trust security different?
In principle, zero trust is a preventive approach to security
that presumes malicious actors have already penetrated
the organization’s network defenses. IT and cybersecurity
operations are recognized as functionally interdependent.
As a result, the organization’s ability to sense, evaluate, and
respond to events is much more dynamic, often occurring
in near real time. This holistic awareness that spans IT
and cyber operations makes zero trust capabilities truly
transformative.
In practice, zero trust bridges operational and
cybersecurity domains by requiring authentication and
verification for every exchange of value. Since a zero trust
operating model doesn’t rely on secure perimeters, it’s
well-suited to shared ecosystems where organizational
boundaries are diffuse and value is exchanged in the
form of services. By making trust an operational and
transactional variable, third parties can support even the
most sensitive workloads and mission-critical capabilities.

Perspective: The convergence
of IT and OT systems elevates
risk exposure
Executives’ primary IT-related concerns are the exposure
of sensitive data, the long-term implications of successful
breaches, and regulatory compliance. Their primary
OT-related concerns are the safety of individuals, physical
assets, and the environment, as well as any resulting
impact on the organization’s operations and reputation.
While the cybersecurity risks related to IT and OT
environments are not always the same, they often
reinforce each other. As the Colonial Pipeline hack has
demonstrated, failure in one area, such as a compromised
password from an IT system, can lead to failures in others,
such as diminished OT platform availability and reliability.5
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Seizing the zero trust advantage
Our analysis reveals 23% of organizations—a group we
refer to as “zero trust pacesetters”—are ahead of their
peers in deploying zero trust capabilities across their IT
and OT environments and in their interactions with
ecosystem partners.
These organizations have fashioned their IT and security
operations as a single estate. They are proficient in
partnering internally and externally to manage
cybersecurity risk. They have modernized their security
operations related to interdependent governance, risk, and
compliance frameworks. They apply cloud, AI-driven
analytics, and automation extensively. And they recruit,
develop, and retain skilled cybersecurity resources to
enable zero trust capabilities across their digital estates.
Most importantly, their security operations can adapt to the
complexity of the current business environment—whether
it’s enabling a remote workforce; monitoring endpoints,
applications, data, and network traffic; or analyzing the
behaviors of employees, customers, and partners to
identify emergent threats.

What sets zero trust
pacesetters apart?
Zero trust pacesetters tell us they dedicate a similar
percentage of their IT budgets and resources as their peers
to cybersecurity, yet they are deriving significantly greater
business and security benefits from their approach to
security.
In fact, twice as many pacesetters say they have
significantly reduced their security capital and operational
expenditures, while at the same time increasing the
effectiveness of their cybersecurity capabilities. In
particular, they have:
– Improved their detection and response capabilities,
dramatically reducing the exfiltration of sensitive data.
In the event of breaches, their ability to limit malware
propagation reduces the impact to the organization.
– Prioritized the ability to establish and maintain secure
connections between ecosystem partners, allowing
them to better capitalize on their cloud investments.
– Invested more of their cybersecurity budget in upskilling
resources. As a result, their cyber resource retention
rates are 10% higher than those of other organizations.
The success of zero trust pacesetters offers compelling
evidence for the merits of a comprehensive zero trust
strategy. These organizations are favorably positioned to
achieve greater operational efficiencies and better
business outcomes. Other organizations can realize similar
benefits by understanding what operational capabilities are
essential to zero trust success and then applying them.
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Zero trust pacesetters dedicate
a similar percentage of their IT
budgets to cybersecurity, yet they
derive significantly greater benefits.

Getting started: Defining a zero
trust roadmap
Zero trust pacesetters are nearly twice as far along in
implementing 4 core competencies:
1. A strong foundation for zero trust security operations
guided by governance, risk, and compliance controls and
reinforced with AI-driven analytics.
2. Security automation and orchestration capabilities that
increase the scope, scale, visibility, and efficiency of
security operations across hybrid cloud operating
environments.

3. A framework of zero trust security controls to
monitor, manage, and help defend critical resources—
encompassing users, data, networks, devices, and
workloads.
4. An adaptive cyber talent management system that
prioritizes the combination of talent and technology to
achieve better security outcomes.
Each of these building blocks is enacted via a series
of mutually reinforcing practices and activities. Of
particular importance, our data analysis underscores the
extent to which these practices and activities rely upon
each other. In other words, all 4 core competencies work
in concert to achieve the benefits associated with zero
trust (see Figure 3).

Figure 3

Security by design
Zero trust capabilities reinforce each other

Building block 1

Building block 2

A strong foundation
for zero trust security operations

Security automation
and orchestration capabilities

– Use governance and controls together and
with partners inside the organization and
across the broader ecosystem
– Reinforce with AI-driven analytics

– Implement automation
and orchestration tools

Building block 4

Building block 3

An adaptive cybertalent management
system

A framework of zero trust security controls

– Transform security talent management
processes, focusing on hiring for aptitude,
attitude, and broad experience
– Uplift and retain resources, fostering a
culture of continuous learning and innovation

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value data analysis.

– Enhance network and data protections
– Strengthen user protections
– Formalize cloud governance—focusing
on data and workloads
– Make device protections and microperimeters
more robust
– Increase workload oversight
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Heightened risk awareness and
malware propagation controls
significantly reduce exposure
to cyberattacks.

Building block 1: Establish a strong foundation for
zero trust security operations

Because each organization’s IT and cyber estates reflect
distinct needs, each journey to zero trust will be unique.
Factors that will influence an organization’s journey include
its business strategy and operating models; the availability
of budget and resources; the breadth and depth of partner
relationships; existing technology implementations and
constraints; and industry and geo-specific regulatory and
competitive demands.

Zero trust pacesetters have integrated zero trust
capabilities into their prevailing security architectures and
operations. The capabilities augment—rather than
replace—existing technologies, processes, and skills.
These organizations have developed a culture of security
awareness based on modern security practices and automated security controls. This culture increases awareness
of security risks via policies that define who and what can
access common network, application, and data assets.

Acknowledging the diversity of these factors, our approach
prioritizes practicality, flexibility, and the virtue of building
upon existing capabilities. Our recommendations, derived
from operational performance insights, are based on realworld outcomes across a range of operating
environments—spanning young organizations focused on
growth to mature organizations focused on transformation.

These policies are supplemented by the technical security
solutions that enforce them systematically. Such an
environment can help identify devices, applications,
services, and behaviors subject to compromise, then use
automated controls to help remediate threats and
vulnerabilities.

For each building block, we provide an explanation, the
benefits associated with it, and the practices and activities
required to realize it.

In the event of breaches, a pacesetters’ ability to prevent
malware propagation helps to contain risks, limiting the
likelihood of follow-on failures (see Figure 4). Together,
heightened risk awareness and malware propagation
controls significantly reduce exposure to cyberattacks.

Figure 4

Seeing and understanding
Better network visibility, better results

35%

55%

32%

56%

Increased data awareness and insight into data and how
it moves on the network

27%

54%

Improved network visibility, breach detection,
and vulnerability management

Prevented malware propagation

All others | Zero trust pacesetters
Q. To what extent has your organization realized each of the above benefits from its approach to
security? Percentages reflect respondents selecting a significant or very great extent.
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In addition, zero trust pacesetters work with partners to
streamline the management and reporting of cyber risk.
Guided by governance, risk, and compliance frameworks,
they proactively communicate new threats across the
enterprise and with strategic partners and third-party
suppliers. Their use of standard system development
lifecycle (SDLC) and DevSecOps methodologies
standardizes critical capabilities for security operations
and governance, further facilitating efficiency.

Building block 1
Establish a strong foundation for
zero trust security operations

Monitor network
communications
for suspicious activity

Through extensive application of advanced cybersecurity
analytics for incident detection and response, zero trust
pacesetters monitor a higher percentage of network
communications (55%) and endpoint devices (68%) for
vulnerabilities and policy violations, compared to 45% and
60% of peers, respectively. The more an organization
sees—network communications traffic and endpoint
devices, for example—the greater its ability to identify and
remediate potential threats. Greater visibility increases the
probability of success.
Most pacesetters indicate they have significantly increased
insights into how data moves across their networks. 1.5
times more pacesetters have improved their network
visibility, breach detection, and vulnerability management
capabilities than their peers (see Figure 4).

45% 55%

All
others

Zero trust
pacesetters

Monitor endpoint
devices for
vulnerabilities
and policy violations

60% 68%

All
others

Zero trust
pacesetters

How to do it
Use IT governance and controls with
partners inside the organization and across
the broader ecosystem
Use AI-driven analytics to flag exceptions and
trigger automated controls
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Automated AI security
models can recognize
abnormal behaviors,
assess vulnerabilities,
and flag new threats.

In particular, 2 pacesetter practices can help organizations
establish a strong foundation for zero trust security
operations:
1. Use IT governance and controls with partners
inside the organization and across the broader
ecosystem to increase the visibility and
effectiveness of cyber risk mitigation efforts:
– Provide security education and awareness training
for employees—the knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed to defend the organization.

2. Use AI-driven analytics to flag exceptions,
trigger remediation controls, and prevent threat
actors from using automated scan-and-exploit
techniques:
– Implement advanced cybersecurity telemetry
capabilities, including monitoring and analytics for
incident detection and remediation. Reduce
reliance on manual threat detection by using
AI-driven, automated investigation processes for
high-value data, assets, network segments, and
cloud services.

– Apply governance, risk management, and
compliance frameworks and programs to identify,
assess, and mitigate cyber risk. Balance acceptable
risk levels with business objectives and compliance
requirements. Coordinate these efforts with
ecosystem partners to achieve better economies
of scale.

Threats can be classified and prioritized to trigger
alerts based on attack signatures and indicators of
compromise (IOC). To improve operational
efficiency, organizations may wish to complement
existing telemetry solutions with endpoint
detection and response (EDR) and cross-layer
detection and response (XDR) capabilities.

– Implement a data loss prevention (DLP) policy.
Define how your organization can share and protect
data to guide implementation of tools that prevent
users from sending sensitive or critical information
outside the core network. Coordinate these efforts
with partners using shared infrastructure.

– Apply AI to automate model building, track normal
behavior, and flag anomalous activity. Automated
AI security models can recognize normal (versus
abnormal) behaviors, assess vulnerabilities
dynamically, and flag anomalous activity that
can indicate new threats. Models can then use
these inputs to qualify and quantify potential
risk exposure.

– Integrate security into the software development
process. Cloud-native methodologies such as
DevSecOps allow organizations to work with
partners more efficiently, notably through the
adoption of common approaches to security
operations and governance.7
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Building block 2
Make operations robust with
security automation and
orchestration capabilities
Significantly reduced
security capital and
operational costs

Dramatically reduced
the scope and cost of
compliance initiatives

Building block 2: Make operations robust with
security automation and orchestration capabilities
Zero trust pacesetters have embraced security automation
and orchestration, increasing the scope, scale, and
efficiency of their security operations. 61% of zero trust
pacesetters indicate this has significantly reduced their
security capital and operational costs, while half of them
indicate this has dramatically reduced the scope and cost
of compliance initiatives (see Figure 5).

Figure 5

The cost advantage
Automation and orchestration increase scope, scale and
efficiency
Reduced security capital and operational expenditures

61%

Zero trust
pacesetters

50%

34%
61%

Zero trust
pacesetters

Reduced the scope and cost of compliance initiatives
31%

How to do it

51%

Establish an ecosystem-wide security
operations center (SOC)

Broken down interdepartmental silos

Implement a single cloud-agnostic platform
with visibility across providers

All others | Zero trust pacesetters

Apply AI-enabled security intelligence to
detect abnormal behavior

31%
56%

Q. To what extent has your organization realized each of the
above benefits from its approach to security? Percentages
reflect respondents selecting a significant or very great extent.
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In addition, zero trust pacesetters’ cloud security
capabilities are comprehensive. 1 in 3 can support hybrid
cloud environments and are taking full advantage of data
flowing securely across and between multiple cloud and
on-premises environments. 1 in 5 can take this even further
(see Figure 6). They have the capabilities to securely enable
and extend new cloud-native business and operational
capabilities to internal and external partners.

Automation and orchestration solutions like security
incident and event management (SIEM); security
orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR); and XDR
provide a holistic view of threats. By seeing threats in the
context of enterprise data, applications, networks, and
devices, these solutions enhance security investigations,
making it easier for pacesetters to increase the agility of
their security operations and improve their incident
response capabilities.

Figure 6

The cloud advantage
Mature cloud security capabilities enable new
platform business models

42%
34%

24%

32%
20%

18%

14%

9%

5%

2%
Evaluating

Investing

Integrating

Optimizing

Innovating

Early-stage cloud security
operations

Deployment(s) of cloud
security underway with
value being realized

Infrastructure/process
supports hybrid cloud
environments

Data flows securely across
multiple cloud and
on-prem environments

Securely enabled
platform/ecosystem
business models

All others | Zero trust pacesetters
Q. Which statement best describes the maturity of your organization’s cloud
security capabilities? Select one.
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60% of pacesetters agree
their security approach has
significantly enabled digital
transformation, 54% that it
has increased trust and secure
connections to external partners.

But what really sets zero trust pacesetters apart? It’s their
degree of cyber resilience, and their ability to capitalize on
operational efficiencies and economies of scale. They
harness the full reach of their cloud environments to enable
new capabilities and new business models in conjunction
with their ecosystem partners.
One pacesetter practice, in particular, can help
organizations achieve greater security resilience and
operational efficiencies:
1. Implement automation and orchestration tools
to improve the scope, scale, visibility, and
efficiency of zero trust security operations:
– Continually assess the organization’s security
posture using an ecosystem-wide security
operations center (SOC) with coordinated incident
management and crisis response capabilities.8
Prioritize tools that provide visibility across the SOC.
Enable real-time visibility across all on-premises
and cloud environments, including networks,
devices, applications, users, and data. This can help
decision makers understand the current state of
critical assets and services.
– Deploy security solutions that work across multiple
clouds and integrate with solutions from multiple
vendors. The SOC team should have a single cloudagnostic platform with visibility across providers for
starting investigations of any cloud-based incident
at any place within the ecosystem.
– Implement AI-enabled security intelligence to
analyze data streams to detect abnormal behavior.
Combine security information from multiple
domains, as well as external sources, to enrich the
contextual data/metadata of interactions and to
enforce security policies. Extend log capture
capabilities by applying the same procedures
across cloud environments, scanning for irregular
configurations that may point to indicators of
compromise.

Building block 3: Deploy a framework of zero trust
security controls
Zero trust pacesetters are integrating zero trust controls
into their existing security operations. Pacesetters use
security telemetry, real-time traffic analysis, and
automation and orchestration capabilities to enhance
security insights.
This encompasses critical resources such as users,
devices, data, networks, and workloads. Because these
resources operate in concert—typically in conjunction with
ecosystem partners—pacesetters are better positioned to
act on insights. This enhances cyber resilience and their
ability to drive new value propositions.
The benefits associated with this are evident. For zero trust
pacesetters, 60% agree this approach has significantly
enabled their organizations’ digital transformations, while
54% agree it has increased trust and secure connections to
external partners (see Figure 7).

Figure 7

The power of trust
Zero trust improves resilience and enhances digital
transformation efforts
Enabled digital business transformation
35%
60%
Increased trust/secure connections to external partners
34%
54%
Prevented exfiltration of sensitive data
34%
59%
All others | Zero trust pacesetters
Q. To what extent has your organization realized each of the
above benefits from its approach to security? Percentages reflect
respondents selecting a significant or very great extent.
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3

Building block 3
Deploy a framework of
zero trust security controls

Enabled digital
business
transformation

Increased trust and
secure connections
to external partners

Transforming trust into a transactional variable enhances
the integrity of the operations environment. With greater
visibility into mission-critical resources, pacesetters
operate more efficiently. By placing security controls closer
to critical resources—for example, by creating
microperimeters around specific assets and services—they
can extend authentication and validation controls without
introducing unnecessary friction. Doing so enhances
resilience by preventing unauthorized access and the
exfiltration of sensitive data (see Figure 7).
When considered as a whole, this change in operations is
subtle yet significant. By establishing trust at pre-defined
intervals—using validation and authentication controls for
specific events and behaviors—the ability to negotiate trust
becomes a dynamic, real-time capability. Because trust can
be adjusted based on circumstance or context, it can enable
new forms of collaboration and new exchanges of value.
The following 5 practices and associated activities are
critical to establishing a framework of zero trust controls:

60%

Zero trust
pacesetters

54%

Zero trust
pacesetters

How to do it
Enhance network and data protections
Control access to data and manage
digital identities

Formalize cloud governance
Extend visibility to every endpoint
attempting to access critical resources
Increase oversight for workloads
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1. Enhance network and data protections, starting
with the establishment of a segmentation
gateway to enable more granular access controls:
– Use next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) to augment
cloud security controls. Define rules and policies for
NGFWs, email and cloud security gateways, and DLP
solutions to enforce data security and access
policies. These should be capable of operating
across hosting models, locations, users, and
devices.
– Regularly perform sensitive data discovery and
classification—on premises, at the endpoint, in
transit, and in the cloud. Capture sufficient data and
metadata to be able to recreate the full context for
any given interaction.
Understand where your most sensitive data resides,
who has access to it (and how), who is accessing it
(and when), and what they’re doing with it. This can
help you meet standards for data privacy and
regulatory compliance, as well as monitor and control
access to highly sensitive data.

As techniques to bypass
authentication emerge—
notably the abuse of trust
mechanisms—examine identity
management as a potential
source of vulnerability.
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2. Strengthen user protections by controlling
access to data and managing digital identities:

3. Formalize cloud governance to promote
openness and interoperability:

– Regularly review user access entitlements.
Establish role-based controls for access to data.
Operate on the principle of least privilege, with
access restricted to the information and resources
required to perform a specific task based on a
recognized legitimate need.

– Establish a formal cloud governance process.
Build your cloud governance model on
standardized governance policies and
frameworks to help cloud-related security
expenditures drive business objectives related
to cloud adoption.

Brief privileged users on relevant cybersecurity
controls and practices. Document who has
entitlements to access sensitive resources, then
monitor behaviors and conduct audits to improve
visibility and flag anomalies and potential
malicious actions.
– Implement multifactor authentication (MFA) for
critical apps and data assets. Employees should
use two-factor authentication (2FA) or MFA to
identify areas upon which security staff should
focus, as well as to prevent insider attacks.9 These
should be complemented by a privileged identity
management (PIM) solution and strong processes
for identity management and governance (IMG).
As techniques to bypass MFA emerge—notably the
abuse of trust mechanisms such as OAuth and
SAML—place greater emphasis on identity
management as a potential source of
vulnerability.10 Enhance polices and controls
related to credentials management and secrets
management.

– Establish governance and oversight for cloud data
and workloads. When migrating to cloud, clearly
define how responsibilities are distributed
between your organization and your cloud
provider(s).
In a shared responsibility model, the provider is
typically responsible for securing and managing
the infrastructure and the customer for securing
the data and workloads operating on it. To mitigate
the risk of data loss, as well as noncompliance
with regulations, use specialized security services
from your cloud provider(s).
4. Make device protections and microperimeters
more robust by extending visibility to every
endpoint attempting to access critical
resources:
– Conduct health checks on endpoints before
allowing them to connect to the corporate IT
network or access systems. Use automated
solutions that scan and inventory new endpoint
devices.
Add new endpoints to a registry, along with
contextual data detailing associated users,
resources, and events. Unauthorized users and
unmanaged devices should be identified, profiled,
and prevented from gaining access.
5. Increase oversight for workloads:
– Inventory and monitor workload configurations.
Implement a multicloud security solution that
provides centralized oversight of cloud platform
instances, workloads, configuration settings,
authorized services, and credentials.
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Building block 4
Develop an adaptive cyber talent
management system

Zero trust pacesetters have cyber talent retention
rates 10% higher than their peers

Building block 4: Develop an adaptive cyber talent
management system
Regardless of how organizations choose to implement their
zero trust capabilities, without skilled cyber resources they
can face challenges in delivering lasting security and
business outcomes.11 But many organizations are
struggling to recruit and retain these skills. On average, it
takes 150 days to fill a vacancy with a qualified candidate.
In response, zero trust pacesetters are using a more
dynamic cyber talent management system that can adapt
to changes in skills and demand. Most notably, they hire
for latent potential, recognizing it’s as important to
have people who can learn as it is to have those with
specific skills.

60%

Zero trust
pacesetters

50%

All others

How to do it
Hire for aptitude, attitude, and broad
experience
Foster a culture of continuous learning and
innovation that values the propensity to learn
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Because organizations are competing for the same highvalue talent, those with deeper or more diverse talent pools
have a decided advantage. Instead of being unable to fill
critical openings, skill development programs can provide
viable prospects, helping a company maintain an effective
security posture.12
Zero trust pacesetters dedicate a higher percentage of their
cybersecurity budget to developing the skills of cyber
resources via a culture of continuous learning. This is
reflected in their cyber talent retention rates, which are
10% higher than other organizations (60% versus 50%).

Foster a culture that values
not just knowledge, but
the propensity to learn.

Two practices can inform an adaptive cyber talent
management system:
1. Transform security talent management
processes to focus on hiring for aptitude,
attitude, and broad experience:
– Define requirements for skills, aptitudes, and abilities
for each cybersecurity role. Combined with broader
performance management objectives, this can make
it easier for managers to identify skill gaps to address
through recruitment and training initiatives. Consider
investing in talent solutions that provide regular
updates to skills, roles, and development criteria so
that talent variables are updated alongside new
technologies and operational requirements.
– When hiring, prioritize assessment of behavior and
competency more than experience. With the advent
of cloud, security events are multiplying faster than
many teams can manage. Cybersecurity
professionals must be flexible, evolving their skills
to adapt to emergent risks. They must also be
proficient in working alongside automated security
solutions. For new threats, a familiarity with tactics,
techniques, and business processes may supersede
cybersecurity operations experience.
– Apply cyber aptitude tests to identify latent potential
in the candidate selection process. Assess the
underlying cybersecurity skills, attitudes, and
behaviors of successful candidates, then use these
insights to expand the potential talent pool beyond
the security organization. This can add greater
diversity to the workforce, introduce new ways of
thinking, and expand options for addressing
challenges in different ways.
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2. Develop and retain people by fostering a culture
of continuous learning and innovation. Enhance
zero trust security operations by engaging talent
in new ways:
– Establish a training program for security staff to
learn other parts of the business. Provide deeper
operational insight into critical business processes
so they better understand any associated risks.
– Implement AI and other tools to inform continuous
learning efforts across the human resource
lifecycle. Recognize potential talent identified
during recruitment and optimize it through
customized learning and development. This can
rapidly bring new employees up to speed, foster
teamwork across specialty areas, create a
secondary resource pool for backup coverage, and
keep security operations teams up to date as new
threats arise and new technologies emerge.
– Foster a culture that values not just knowledge, but
the propensity to learn. Provide opportunities for
professional development and growth to improve
staff retention. Define success criteria and career
paths for specific roles. Create incentives that
encourage top talent to share their expertise with
others and grow with the organization.
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Consider these questions to
become a zero trust pacesetter:
– How can we supplement our existing security
architecture with zero trust capabilities? What is
fundamentally different and requires a new approach?
– Through what methods is our organization developing an
integrated view of threats to enhance visibility, increase
the agility of our security operations, and improve
incident response capabilities?
– How have we incorporated zero trust controls across our
entire digital estate, including networks, data, users,
workloads, and devices?
– In what ways can we adapt cyber talent practices to
make the most of our zero trust strategy?

Research methodology
In the fourth quarter of 2020, the IBM Institute for Business
Value, in collaboration with Oxford Economics, surveyed
over 1,000 security and operations leaders across
industries and geographies to gain an in-depth
understanding of what constitutes an effective zero trust
security strategy and how zero trust capabilities are being
implemented.
To understand threats to critical infrastructure, the survey
collected data about IT- and OT-related cybersecurity risks
and the maturity, performance, and effectiveness of
organizations’ capabilities to manage and mitigate them.
This included the adoption of leading practices, as well as
future priorities and initiatives. It also explored the benefits
respondents have realized from their approach to security
operations.
Analysis of data revealed that 23% of organizations—a
group we named “zero trust pacesetters”—are ahead of
peers in implementing zero trust capabilities to protect
critical resources across operational environments. By
assessing performance measures and leading practices,
we concluded they are deriving significant business and
security benefits from this approach.
A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) provided insights into
which factors are driving benefits. These include
operational cyber risk and security practices; AI-driven
analytics and automation; and zero trust practices to
secure data, networks, users, devices, and workloads.
From this, we derived an approach to zero trust operations
based on 4 essential building blocks and a set of mutually
reinforcing practices.
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